How violence is in my learning environment?

Violence is part of my school by how I have been punched, one student was sent to prison for violence and one student got in deep trouble for bullying. To me, violence is when someone expresses their anger by using chaos and havoc. I do not like it when people express their anger by using havoc because it would lead to destruction and injuries on to innocent people. No one should be violent on to others but it’s possible that they do it to other people because of how they want what they have. And my school has too much violence but responsible people make sure that it doesn’t happen.

During my freshman year, lots of violence occurred and the first step is that I got punched by a female who is also a troublemaker. When I was in the sixth grade, I got punched by a girl named Talia Jackson in ELA class. I didn’t know why she did it to me but I think it was by how she had violence within her. Talia was a girl that no one really liked due to her attitude and rudeness that she had it made her to nothing but trouble. But a teacher came up to me and sees why I was upset and she was suspended for a day.

Another example of violence in my school is that a guy named Steve Clinton was sent to prison for fighting and pushing someone down the stairs. It all happened in the sixth grade but Steve was in the seventh or eighth grade when it occurred. Steve was blinded by his violence and it made him be chaotic and it was violence that made my friend be in deep trouble but he learned his lesson. Prison is not a good place to be because it has other people who have violence and express it on to others but he wanted to get out and with his violence eradicated, he did get out. Steve must be glad that he got out of prison and learns that violence can get you into deep trouble like being arrested.

The third and final example is that a guy was expelled for three days for bullying another student but he probably learned his lesson and never bully anyone every again. Bullying is a way to express violence on to peers in school for no apparent reason and no one deserves to be picked on for anything because everybody has a different potential and that person should be proud to have it. President Barack Obama made a law to prevent bullying from happening but some people still do it regardless of what the penalties are. Some television networks like Cartoon Network send messages on how bullying can be stopped and why it’s so bad and some of my teachers played movies and DVDs on why it’s so bad.

Violence is not tolerated by anyone because it’s a problem for everyone and its one way a society can be imperfect but many people are trying to make sure that it doesn’t occur to anyone. If violence continues to exist, everyone will create nothing but destruction and havoc to others who are innocent. But we can make a difference by working together with others and settle disputes within others so that our world can be perfect. People can prevent problems by talking what our problems are and we can change the future if violence no longer existed. We are the sons and daughters of the omniscient one and he will be displeased if he saw us like this but people can change by reducing violence.